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Debate Transitions to Discuss the Kidnapped Turkish Parliament 
 

 While the Security Council discussed efforts on the Kurdish independence movement, a 

press release came up that stated a vital Turkish parliament member was kidnapped by the 

Kurdish people. 

          The PKK (Kurdistan Workers Party) has had dramatizing efforts to gain independence 

from the Turkish and Iraqi area. The Security Council in the United Nations was just about ready 

to help them in this movement when all of a sudden a press release came up that determined a 

Turkish parliament member was kidnapped by the Kurdistan Workers Party. 

          Focus suddenly turned to helping Turkey with this issue. The United States delegate stated 

that “The Security Council must launch a search and rescue team to find this parliament 

member.” The delegate of Sweden picked up on this issue and supplemented that Sweden, along 

with other countries, must succor the United States in these efforts. Delegates argued that this 

was a crisis update as debate drifted away from the original topic of the Kurdish independence 

movement. 

           Back to the issue on the Kurdish independence movement, delegates were almost 

unanimous on the decision that the Security Council must aid the Kurds in their independence 

movement. However, delegates disagreed on how the Security Council must help them. 

         Some delegates brought up the effort of an embargo against Turkey, if they would not 

comply with the Kurdish movement. The delegate from France proclaimed:  “The delegation of 



France will not remove the embargo until Turkey uses diplomatic methods to solve the conflict.” 

The delegate from Sweden agreed. 

         Surprisingly, Russia stated that their delegation will not support any type of military tasks 

efforts to be used to help the Kurd's. The delegate stated “The Russian delegation must avoid 

World War III with Turkey and their allies.” Some delegations noted that they were dubious on 

the idea that Russia will not use military force.   


